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Abstract
It has long been recognized that the corpus of letters om Tyre discovered in the Amarna letter archive contain a number of Egyptianisms.
Scholars have also recognized the presence of some West Semitic traits in the corpus, which are typical of the letters om Syro-Palestine.
However, the intellectual context of those linguistic/cultural traits of the letters has not been adequately investigated. is paper examines
the Egyptianisms and West Semiticisms in the light of the contemporary religious movement in Egypt, Atenism, and the New Kingdom
imperial administration. We conclude that the evidence om these letters indicates that more traditional aspects of Egyptian royal ideology
might still have been current during the Amarna Period and propose that there was a pragmatic purpose for the Egyptianisms and West
Semiticisms: Abi-milki, the governor of Tyre, was attempting to appeal to the Egyptian imperial administration.

ne of the most fascinating eras of ancient Near Eastern
history is the Amarna Period (1352–1336 bce), late
in the Eighteenth Dynasty of the Egyptian New
Kingdom. e period is renowned for the large-scale religious
and artistic changes introduced by Pharaoh Amenhotep IV,
who would rename himself Akhenaten. Of equal fame is the letter corpus from Akhenaten’s abandoned capital city at Amarna,
the subject of scholarly interest since its discovery in 1887.2
ere are over 350 Amarna letters, most consisting of correspondence between Egypt and her vassals. e letters do not typically provide insights into the religious climate of the Egyptian
court, but the letters from Tyre are an exception. ese letters
present a unique opportunity to view Atenism, the new religious movement introduced during the reign of Akhenaten,
from outside the Egyptian royal court. e evidence comes in
the form of a number of Egyptianisms found in the Tyrian letters, the most signiﬁcant of which are the two hymns in EA 147.
From this evidence, we seek to ascertain what principles of
Egyptian ideology and philosophy the imperial administrators
deemed most important, how they interpreted those ideas, and
the purpose of their inclusion in the correspondence.

O

Abi-milki and the Letters from Tyre
e Tyrian letter corpus comprises ten tablets, EA 146–155,
all of which were sent by the governor of Tyre, Abi-milki, to the
pharaoh. e content of the letters is typical of the vassal corre-

spondence, which chieﬂy comprised requests or reports to the
royal court. Abi-milki was concerned with two main agendas:
the impending threat posed by Zimredda of Sidon and the desperate need for resources (military, wood, and water).
ese letters have been the focus of previous scholarly investigations that sought to identify the cultural background of the
Tyrian scribes and thus the linguistic content of the letters. e
ﬁrst signiﬁcant work was Albright’s 1937 study, in which he
argued that the scribe at the court of Tyre was a native Egyptian.
He supported this theory by identifying Egyptian vocabulary,
poetic idiom, morphology, and syntax, and ruled out the possibility of Hurrian inﬂuence.3 is position, like much of Albright’s
work, held signiﬁcant weight in the ﬁeld until the 1970s. e
major opposition came in a 1973 article by Stanley Gevirtz.4 e
aim of Gevirtz’s work was to reinterpret much of Albright’s thesis and argue that the Tyrian letters were the product not of an
Egyptian mind but a Canaanite (West Semitic) one; as a result,
Gevirtz interpreted much of the data in terms of Semitic poetics.
With these two signiﬁcant scholars having reached completely diﬀerent conclusions on the Tyrian letters, Cecilia Grave
then published three articles based on her own studies of the
Tyrian Amarna corpus.5 Grave’s position is far more balanced
than Albright’s or Gevirtz’s, and her results show that recognizing the cultural identity of the writer of the Tyrian letters is
more complicated than ascribing either an Egyptian or West
Semitic/Canaanite origin; in fact, the letters contain both West
Semitic and Egyptian elements.
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e multilingual content of the letters can to some extent
be explained by the background of the governor. Abi-milki oen
reminded the pharaoh that he was appointed to the position in
Tyre and identiﬁed himself as an Egyptian magnate, rather than
a governor or mayor of Tyre.6 Interestingly, a letter from RibAddi of Byblos informs the pharaoh that the (previous) mayor
of Tyre was murdered with Rib-Addi’s sister and nephews.7
Scholars generally agree that this was the event that led to Abimilki’s appointment.8
It is possible that Abi-milki was of West Semitic extraction.
His name occurs eleven times in the letters and was most commonly written with a logogram as A-bi-LUGAL.9 However, on
four occasions the name was written syllabically as A-bi-mil-ki.10
e syllabic writing makes the West Semitic origin of the name
certain, for the Akkadian (East Semitic) equivalent would be
Abu/Abī-šarru. e name means “the/my father is the king,”
although “(the god) Milku is the/my father” is also possible.11
e name is common in West Semitic–speaking regions, for it is
attested in the Hebrew Bible, at Ugarit, in a Punic inscription,
and in Aššurbanipal’s annals.12
We suggest that this is the Tyrian ruler’s real name and
not a “puppet” name given him by the pharaoh to appease the
people of Tyre. Such an argument finds support in the West
Semitic features of the letters (see below) and on analogy with
the ruler of Jerusalem during the Amarna Period, Abdi-Vēba,
who, like Abi-milki, tells us that he was an Egyptian
appointment.13 Abdi-Vēba’s name indicates that he might
have been Hurrian; while Abdi is West Semitic, the
theophoric element Vēba is understood as a variant of the
name of the Hurrian goddess Vēbat, found in a number of personal names in the Nuzi archives.14 There is a parallel between
Abi-milki and Abdi-Vēba ascribing their positions to the
power of the pharaoh and other private “loyalist” inscriptions
from the Amarna Period wherein the king is praised for having
established his officials.15 This connection shall be dealt with
in more detail below, but for now we shall point out that it is
possible Abi-milki and Abdi-Vēba were Egyptian officials
whom the pharaoh appointed as governors to stabilize vassal
cities after the outbreak of trouble. They would not be the
only known members of the Egyptian administration of foreign extraction; other examples from the Amarna letters
include officials with the Semitic names YanJamu and Addaya,
as well as PuJuru, whose name (if we understand it correctly)
means “the Syrian” in Egyptian (pA xwr), and the vizier
Aper-El, who served under both Amenhotep III and
Akhenaten.16 This is unsurprising in light of the rise in numbers of Asiatics and Hurrians who settled in Egypt from the
Middle Kingdom on, especially in the north at Tell el-Dab‘a
(Avaris), Tell el-Yahudiyeh, Tell el-Maskhuta, and el-Lahun.17
Such a situation is not without parallel in the ancient Near
East. Other known examples of foreigners becoming officers in
another state’s army or imperial administration are the
Samarians, Urartians, and Nubians who served in the Neo-

Assyrian army,18 as well as the biblical story of Daniel serving
as an official of the Babylonian and Persian courts. Thus, in
light of the evidence from Egypt and the ancient Near East,
one could well expect to find Canaanite and Hurrian members
of the Egyptian imperial administration.
Tyre’s geographical location leads to the expectation
that its letters, like those from other Canaanite centers,
would have consistently used West Semitic grammar. In fact,
the Akkadian verbal forms in the Tyrian letter corpus greatly
outnumber the West Semitic. Noteworthy is the absence of
the Canaanite 3.m.s. prefix conjugation (yi-/ya-/yu-).
However, there are some West Semitic verb forms present in
the letters. For instance, the Tyrian scribes often used the
Canaanite i- prefix for the 1.c.s. prefix conjugation instead of
the Akkadian a- prefix. Present too is the occasional use of
the Canaanite jussive form of the third-person injunctive
instead of the Akkadian precative. Most illuminating is the
use of the suffix conjugation, where we find forms that follow
the morphology of Arabic, Hebrew, and Ugaritic. The suffix
conjugation is a distinguishing feature of the West Semitic
languages from East Semitic Akkadian.19 The forms šarra and
dâka are particularly important, as they are two of the few
instances where we find verbal morphology known from
Arabic and Ugaritic and distinct from Hebrew.20 We have
included a register of all the West Semitic verbal forms found
in the Tyrian letter corpus in an appendix.
ere are other indicators that the scribes of Tyre were typical of the Phoenician cities. e use of the NI sign for the value
lí is found only in the letters of the Phoenician cities of Tyre
and Byblos in the Amarna corpus;21 more common is the use of
the LI sign. Similarly, the construction of a 1.c.pl independent
dative pronoun, yâšinu, has also been found only in the letters
from Tyre and Byblos.22 e form of the pronoun appears to be
an artiﬁcial construction of two Akkadian forms. e proper
Akkadian form is niāšim; the present form looks to be a hybrid,
with the Akkadian 1.c.s. dative yâšim as the base and a -nu suﬃx
indicating plurality. One suspects the -nu was added on analogy
with the Akkadian nominative form, where the 1.c.pl. is nīnu.
Rainey suggests that the development of these forms might have
been the result of the Akkadian pronominal system being either
unknown or rejected by the authors of the Tyrian and Byblian
letters.23 Outside of Akkadian, Ugaritic is the only other
Semitic language to use an oblique independent pronoun.24
Perhaps the Tyrian letters are evidence for the use of the
oblique independent pronoun in Phoenicia rather than a rejection of the Akkadian pronominal system.
Finally, there are a few orthographies that also point toward
Phoenician origin. e writing of the /e/ vowel in mé-ma, “water”
(EA 146:18, 151:10) in all likelihood represents the reduction of
the diphthong found in Hebrew maîm as opposed to Egyptian
mw or Akkadian mû.25 Noteworthy too is the employment of
the expression i-na ūmi u ūmi-ma, “daily” (EA 146:16; 147:7,
28, 67). e normal Akkadian form of the adverb is
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ūmišam(ma), as found in EA 148:24.26 Albright and Assmann
argued that this peculiar form is an Egyptianism; its equivalents
have been suggested as (m) hrw (Hr) hrw (Albright) and ra nb
(Assmann).27 Rainey, however, has not only shown that the
form has parallels in Biblical Hebrew and Phoenician—such as
yôm yôm (Gen. 39:10), yôm wāyôm (Est. 3:4), bĕkōl yôm wāyôm
(Est. 2:4), and ym md ym (KAI 43:11)—but also that Egyptian
equivalents are diﬃcult to ﬁnd.28
In terms of techniques of style, Albright’s thesis was heavily criticized by Gevirtz, who argued that much of the Tyrian
text consists of Canaanite literary characteristics or “rhetoric.”
Gevirtz’s thesis, however, may be queried. His discussion of
“Canaanite Rhetoric,” while excellent in its evidencing Hebrew,
Ugaritic, and Akkadian (including Mari) parallels, does not
consider whether such literary devices are found in Egyptian literature. The most obvious of the stylistic features is parallelism.
Parallelism was a feature of literary works of most ancient Near
Eastern societies—such as those of Ugarit, Mesopotamia, and
Israel—and Egypt was no exception.29 In Egyptian literary and
poetic writings, parallelism is the most common structural element for securing formal cohesion.30 Gevirtz’s treatment of
Abi-milki’s request for wood and water is also questionable.
Gevirtz offers what he considers to be corresponding literary
uses of wood and water in Hebrew, Ugaritic, and Mari texts.
However, his treatment of Abi-milki’s request does not take
account of the historical context of the letters. In none of the
quoted parallel texts31 is a request made to an overlord, nor is
any dearth in commodities suggested. Quite the contrary, most
examples celebrate the possession of such resources! It is
implausible to see Abi-milki’s request for these resources as anything other than a historically and economically situated
request for aid. Grave attempted to argue a similar case with
the word pair of “breath” and “water”;32 this thesis should be
rejected for the same reasons as Gevirtz’s.
Finally, we must take account of the West Semitic words
used in the corpus. e table below contains instances of each
word with its root.
List of West Semitic Words
Word

Root

Translation

Attestation (EA)

Sa-pa-ni-šu
zu-ri-ya

Spwn

his north wind

147:10

Shr/S>r

my back

147:39

ú-bu-ud

<bd

to serve

152:56

ù-bu-dì

<bd

service

151:20; 155:28

na-(ta)-Sa-ab

nSb

to stand

151:42

ša-mu

sym/swm

place

155:20

Albright oﬀered no insight as to why the “Egyptian scribe”
used the West Semitic glosses. Indeed, the linguistic evidence suggests Albright had the paradigm the wrong way around. We contend, based on the evidence discussed above, that it was not an

Egyptian scribe who was overcoming the surrounding “vulgarisms,” but a Canaanite who used the occasional Egyptianism
for deliberate eﬀect. A consequence of this is that the Tyrian letters are further evidence for the multicultural makeup of the
Egyptian imperial administration. In light of his former role in
the administration, it is probable that Abi-milki was responsible
for the Egyptianisms in the letters; we turn now to examine their
context and possible eﬀect.
The Egyptianisms in the Tyrian Amarna Letters
e Egyptianisms can be organized into two categories:
glosses and hymns. e hymns, while based on poetry, were composed in Akkadian. To begin, we shall examine the use of the
Egyptian glosses, which are listed in the table below.
List of Egyptian Glosses
Word

Cognate

Translation

Attestation (EA)

Ja-ab-ši
a-ru-ú
ya-a-ya-ya

xpS

strength, power 147:12

happy
hrw
yA (repeated) yes! yes! yes!

147:28

nu-uJ-ti

nxt

strength, might

147:56

lúwi-ma

waw

soldier

150:6,9;152:47,50

pa wa-ru

pA wr

foreign prince

149:30; 151:59

pa-ni-mu

bw-nb

everywhere

155:46

a-ku-ni

ikn

cup/jar

148:12

147:38

e typical use of non-Akkadian in the Amarna letters was
to provide a clear meaning for a Sumerian logogram.33 However,
this was not always the case when it came to the Egyptian words.
If one examines the context in which the non-Akkadian words
occur, there is a general consistency in the application that
stands in contrast to the West Semitic glosses in the letters. e
contrast is important because it indicates the reason for their use.
Egyptian glosses were used when discussing a vital point of the
letter, either for emphasis or perhaps clarity, whether it be
Pharaoh’s might (xpS and nxt) or presence (bw-nb), references to
other mayors (pA wr), requested items (ikn), or Abi-milki’s previous interactions (hrw and yA yA yA). Conversely, the West Semitic
words (with the exception of Sapānu and kūna) related to Abimilki and his actions (zūri and ubūdi). Signiﬁcant too is the use
of Egyptian idiom, such as the reference to the pharaoh’s might,
nxt, as a dūri siparri, “bronze wall” (EA 147:53). Particularly
interesting is the quotation of the pharaoh in EA 147:36, which
appears to be given in West Semitic.34
While the glosses seem to have reflected power and cultural relations between the pharaoh and his governor, the
poetic passages of EA 147 are more focused on Egyptian royal
ideology. The contemporary cultural climate was one of significant change, even turmoil, in Egyptian religion, at least at the
official level. This was the period during which Amenhotep IV
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changed the chief deity of the official state religion from
Amun-Ra (a composite of Imn, who by the New Kingdom had
become king of the gods, and Ra, the sun god) as the head of a
vast pantheon to the physical sun-disk, Aten (Itn), as the sole,
living deity. Amenhotep IV soon changed his name to
Akhenaten and moved the capital from Thebes to the new city
of Akhetaten (modern Amarna). While the sun always played
a central role in Egyptian theology, solar religion reached new
heights in the New Kingdom, and the Amarna “revolution”
gave it unprecedented authority. It remains unclear, however,
whether the new religion was truly monotheistic.35 Much of
the difficulty lies in how we interpret the other gods still mentioned in official royal documents. For example, the so-called
Great Hymn to the Aten contains references to Shu (Šu) and
Ra, but their status is unclear because their names were written
without divine determinatives.36 Are we to understand these as
references to the divine, or to the actual sun, air, and light?
Could the ancient Egyptian even distinguish between the
divine and the atmospheric or celestial? If not, does Aten theology represent a demotion of other gods only, a henotheism?
Unfortunately, the scant and vague nature of what has survived concerning Atenist theology does not allow these questions to be answered with certainty.
In this way, the Egyptianisms in the Tyrian letters are an
important source for understanding how the change in Egypt’s
oﬃcial theology was understood by those outside the royal court
or the country itself. e Tyrian letters have been dated to the
last years of Akhenaten’s reign and perhaps even to the alleged coregency with or succession of Semenkhkara.37 e evidence for
this dating is the attestation of Zimredda, Aziru, and Etakkama
in the letters, but most impressive are the references to
Merytaten (EA 155).38 is relative dating should be further limited to a small number of years, since the majority of the letters
are concerned with the problems Tyre faced from a lack of wood
and water, and as Gevirtz has pointed out, it is unlikely that a
city could survive for a long period of time without such basic
resources.39 e consequence of dating the letters to a late phase
in Akhenaten’s reign is that the theological concepts expressed
by Abi-milki have to be read in the context of Atenist theology.
A prominent theme expressed in the letters is the “good” or
“sweet breath” of the king. e concept of the breath of the king
being beneﬁcial is well attested in Egypt; the notion is expressed
in inscriptions from the time of Hatshepsut to the Ramesside
Period.40 Abi-milki uses the phrase a number of times as a
metaphor for pharaonic support.41 Indeed, this motif is found
in column 7 of the Great Hymn to the Aten: di TAw r sanx irit.f
Hr qd, “who gave breath in order to vivify all that which had
been created.”
roughout the Amarna corpus, vassals made links between
the pharaoh and solar theology. However, there is little in the vassal correspondence outside of Tyre to identify them as referring
directly to Atenist theology as opposed to the “new solar theology,” which saw the setting apart of the sun from its companions

in the solar journey and the development of the sun’s aspect as a
life-giving deity.42 No other vassal showed the depth of knowledge that Abi-milki displayed, and it is the conveyance of such
knowledge (and the late date of the letters) that suggests that
Abi-milki was drawing on Atenist theology in his correspondence to the pharaoh. Abi-milki’s references to solar theology are
most explicit in the two poems Albright identiﬁed in EA 147
5–15 and 41–56.43 ere is also the occasional reference to solar
theology found in other Tyrian letters. While both poems
attempt to distinguish Abi-milki as a good vassal, only the ﬁrst
relates to Atenist theology as we know it. e second is similar to
the loyalist texts known from (but not exclusive to) the Amarna
Period. e ﬁrst poem is as follows:
be-li dŠamaš(utu)
ša it-ta-Sí i-na muJJi(ugu)Ji māt(kur) ma-ta-ti i-na
u4-mi ù u4-mi-ma
ki-ma ši-ma-at dŠamaš(utu) a-bu-šu damqu(sig5) ša
i-ba-li-iT
i-na še-Ji-šu Tābi(dùg.ga) ù i-sá-Jur i-na Sa-pa-ni-šu
ša it-ta-Sa-ab gab-bi māti(kur)ti i-na pa-ša-Ji i-na duni Á \ Ja-ab-ši
ša id-din ri-ig-ma-šu i-na sa-me ki-ma dIŠKUR
ù |tar~-gu5-ub gab-bi māti(kur)ti iš-tu ri-ig-mi-šu
My Lord is the sun,
The one who has gone forth over the lands day
after day.
Like the mark of the sun, his good father who
enlivens,
With his good breath and returns with his north wind,
e one who has placed all of the lands at rest with
strength of might.
e one who gave his voice in heaven like Ba’al,
And all of the lands are afraid from his voice.
(EA 147:5–15)

e poem is striking in its correlation with the Great Hymn
to the Aten. Abi-milki states that Akhenaten is the sun but that
his father is the mark of the sun (ši-ma-at dŠamaš). is signiﬁes
that Abi-milki understands Aten as the actual disk—or as he
puts it, “mark”—of the sun. Later, in EA 147:57–58, Abi-milki
states, annû iqbi ana Šamaš abī šar bēlīya, “Now I said to the Sun,
the father of the King, my Lord.” ese two sections show that
the complexity of solar theology was not lost on Abi-milki: the
pharaoh is both the sun and the son of the Aten.
In the Great Hymn to the Aten, much emphasis is placed
on the Aten’s continuity and status as living god. For example,
an epithet of the Aten is “the living” (anx). e notion of continuity is expressed through the concept of eternity; the Great
Hymn discusses the Aten’s continual creation through fertility
in all creatures and the repetition of the sunrise. Abi-milki
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expresses such continuity in regard to the sun rising (or going
forth) and the stability the king/Aten creates throughout the
empire, and as a life-giving force. In Albright’s second poem, two
lines relate to the theme of continuity:

His name will be for eternity.
You are the sun who goes forth upon me,
And a bronze wall that they erected for him,
And because of the strong arm of the King, my
Lord, I am trusting.

a-mur arda(ìr)da ša iš-me a-na {a-na} be-li-šu
šul-mu āli(uru)-šu šul-mu bīti(é)-šu šu-um-šu a-na
da-ri-ti
Behold the servant who listens to his Lord,
His city is well, his house is well, his name will be for
eternity.
(EA 147:48–51)

We see here, however, a variance in theme wherein the Great
Hymn’s concern for birth is replaced by the vassal’s concern for
imperial stability via the Aten’s movements over the empire. Such
a variation is understandable, as the purpose of Abi-milki’s poems
is diﬀerent from that of the Great Hymn. Abi-milki further reinforces the idea of continuity in EA 155 by referring to the king as
the everlasting sun (šarru Šamaš dārītu).
e second poem, which is similar to some oﬃcials’ inscriptions from Amarna, is not concerned with Atenist theology
per se but is akin to the loyalist or “personal piety” texts. e
poem is as follows:
ša iš-me a-na šarri(lugal) be-li-šu
ù ù-ra-ad-šu i-na aš-ra-ni-šu
ù it-Sí dŠamaš(utu) i-na muJJi(ugu)Ji-šu
ù i-sá-Jur še-Ju Tābu(dùg) iš-tu uzupi be-li-šu
ù la-a iš-te-me a-ma-tú šarri(lugal) be-li-šu
Jal-qa-at āli(uru)-šu Ja-li-iq bīti(é)-šu
ia-nu šu-um-šu i-na gab-bi māti(kur)ti i-na da-ri-ti
a-mur arda(ìr)da ša iš-me a-na {a-na} be-li-šu
šul-mu āli(uru)-šu šul-mu bīti(é)-šu
šu-um-šu a-na da-ri-ti
at-ta dŠamaš(utu) ša it-ta-Sí i-na muJJi(ugu)Ji-ya
ù du-ú-ri siparri(zabar) ša iz-qu-pu a-na ša-a-šu
ù aš-šum idi(á) šarri(lugal) be-li-ya da-na-ti \\ nu-uJti \\ ba-ti-i-ti
Whoever listens to the King, his Lord,
And serves him in his place,
Then Šamaš has gone forth above him,
And the sweet breath returns from the mouth of
his Lord.
And he (who) has not heard the word of the King,
his Lord,
His city is lost, his house is lost,
His name will not be in all the land for eternity.
Behold the servant who listens to his Lord,
His city is well, his house is well,

(EA 147:41–56)

Aspects of this poem draw upon distinctive Egyptian
phraseology. It is highly likely that Abi-milki has composed a
prayer of personal piety of the type known to have Middle
Kingdom predecessors and continually used from the Amarna
Period through the Ramesside Period.44 An excellent parallel
to Abi-milki’s poem is the previously mentioned stele of
Panehesy from el-Amarna.45 Panehesy’s poem is also addressed
to Akhenaten, and uses the motif of the beneficial breath of
the pharaoh, the imagery of the presence of the sun through
sunlight, and the establishment and maintenance of the official’s position due to his loyalty to the pharaoh. These loyalty
texts show that there was some continuity of some aspects of
Egyptian ideology in the Amarna Period, thus one should not
view Atenism as a complete break from the religious philosophy of the New Kingdom.
ere is a most unexpected reference in the ﬁrst poem, and
in EA 149:7, to dIŠKUR, which the contemporary evidence
from Syria-Palestine indicates we should read as Ba’al rather
than Hadda.46 If the date of these letters is towards the end of
the Amarna Period, then the mention of the Semitic storm-god
Ba’al is most intriguing. According to our understanding of
Atenism, one would not expect a vassal who seems to know as
much about Atenism as Abi-milki to draw a comparison
between the pharaoh and a deity not only non-solar but foreign.
We cannot explain the reference to Ba’al in terms of the god’s
syncretism with Seth. While this syncretism had been present in
Egypt from the Hyksos Period on, it did not reach the height of
its popularity until the Ramesside Period,47 and of course Seth is
absent from oﬃcial documents during the period of Aten’s
supremacy. Intriguingly, however, we ﬁnd references to the
pharaoh as dIŠKUR in Amarna letters from other cities too.48 In
light of the absence of Seth and the relatively widespread association of the pharaoh with dIŠKUR, we must look for another
answer. Drawing on the role of the storm god in Ugarit and
Sidon for evidence—in particular, the high frequency of Ba’al
and Hadda as the theophoric element of personal names—
Schwemer has argued that the references to dIŠKUR in the
Amarna letters are a reﬂection of the high rank Ba’al/Hadda
held in Levantine pantheons during this period.49 Indeed, the primacy of Ba’al/Hadda in the Levant is undeniable. However, further clariﬁcation of the reference to Ba’al may be found in
columns 9–10 of the Great Hymn to the Aten itself:
di.n.k Hapy m pt h3y.f n.sn
irr.f hnw Hr Dww mi w3D-wr
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r <t>xb 3Hwt.sn m dmi.sn
smnx.wy sy sxrw.k p3 nb nHH
Hapy m pt <di.k> sw{.k}
n x3styw n awt x3st nbt Smwt [Hr] rd.wy
Hapy iyiy.f m D3t n TA-Mri
at you have set the inundation in the sky,
Is that it may descend to them,
He makes waves on mountains like the Great Green,
In order to irrigate their ﬁelds in their cities.
How eﬀective are they, your plans, O lord of eternity,
e inundation in the sky, you giving it to foreigners,
To all foreign cattle, which walk on two legs.
e inundation came from the Netherworld to Egypt.

This passage makes a crucial point regarding the cosmology of Atenism: the foreign lands receive rain, while Egypt is
maintained by the Nile, which comes from the Netherworld
(D3t).50 The idea of connecting the Nile with rain is made elsewhere in Egyptian literature.51 However, beyond general statements of universalism that may or may not include regions outside of Egypt, we find no explicit reference to foreign lands.52
To a non-Egyptian, particularly a Levantine, this section of
the Great Hymn might have reminded them of the god
Ba’al—especially the statement, “He makes waves on mountains like the Great Green,” which invokes the image of a great
storm, a point that Near Eastern artists drew on in their
iconography of the storm god.53 The two areas where we find
the greatest parallels between this Great Hymn passage and
the Levantine Ba’al regard divine responsibility for rain and
fertility. The Ba’al Cycle from Ugarit presents Ba’al, like the
Aten, as functioning in both roles:
bT.laliyn.b<l
bT.lrkb.<rpt
Scatter, O Mighty Ba’al
Scatter, O Cloud-rider54
yptH/b<l.bdqt.<rpt/
qlh.qdš.b<l.ytn
yCny.b<l.Sat.špth/
qlh.qdS.tr.arS
Ba’al opens a break in the clouds,
Ba’al gives vent to his holy voice,
Ba’al recites the issue of his lips
His holy voice, the earth shakes55
Smm.Smn.tmTrn/
nxlm.tlk.nbtm
wid<.kHy.aliyn.b<l /
kiT.zbl.b<l.arS

Let the heavens rain oil,
e wadis run with honey,
en I will know that Mightiest Ba’al lives,
e Prince, Lord of the Earth, is alive56

e Hebrew Bible also connects Ba’al with rain. e
account of Elijah’s confrontation with the prophets of Ba’al at
Mt. Carmel in 1 Kings 18:41–42 states that aer the victory of
Elijah, yhwh sent down rain; this has been interpreted as a
direct reference to the Hebrews’ understanding of Ba’al’s central
function.57 us, one may infer that the image of Ba’al as a rain
god and creator of fertility is similar to the description of the
Aten in columns 9–10 of the Great Hymn.
To note this similarity between the Great Hymn and the
Canaanite portrayal of Ba’al is by no means to imply that
Abi-milki was setting the Canaanite Ba’al alongside the Aten in
equal status. One expects that Abi-milki would have understood this to have been contrary to the religious milieu. Rather,
this is a Canaanite-orientated interpretation of columns 9–10
of the Great Hymn. at is, having seen aspects of other deities
merged with the concept of the Aten—such as the north wind
and Amun and Osiris’ respective epithets “king of the gods” and
“lord of eternity”—perhaps Abi-milki understood the rain and
the subsequent fertility to be the Aten’s appropriation of Ba’al’s
traditional functions. e key point is the use of the Akkadian
particle kīma: Abi-milki does not say Pharaoh is Ba’al, but that
he is like Ba’al. erefore, it is only Ba’al’s attributes that the
Aten had adopted. If we are correct, this is further evidence that
Abi-milki was not an Egyptian but a Canaanite, albeit one
whose knowledge of Egyptian culture was exceptional among
vassal governors.
The Tyrian Letters
and the Egyptian Administration
What was the purpose of Abi-milki’s references to the
Great Hymn and other Egyptianisms? Is there a connection
between the use of Egyptianisms and the presence of
Canaanite words and West Semitic grammatical forms? We
suggest there was a definite purpose for the Egyptianisms that
can be read in connection with the Canaanite linguistic traits
present in the corpus.
Some studies of the Amarna letters have suggested the vassals had difficulty obtaining approval of their requests from
Egypt, and that the West Semitic elements found in the letters
were an attempt by the vassals to find particular favor with the
Canaanites working in the Egyptian administration, making
the West Semiticisms are a kind of cultural identifier.58 In a
recent study of the Amarna letters, Hanadah Tarawneh has
convincingly advanced the thesis that the Egyptian vassals were
concerned with the corruption of Egyptian officials.59 Of particular interest to the current discussion is Tarawneh’s evaluation of the Abi-milki correspondence; she argues that the use
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of Egyptianisms would have strengthened Abi-milki’s chances
of obtaining the pharaoh’s approval.60 It is possible that the
Tyrian correspondence reflects a more complex situation. The
evidence suggests a two-stage process in the administration of
vassals’ letters, the first of which seems to involve passing
through an administrative body such as a foreign office. This is
evidenced by one of Abdi-Vēba’s postscripts, which reads:
a-na Tupšarri(dub.sar) šarri(lugal)ri bēlī(en)-ia
qi-bi-ma um-ma mAbdi(ìr)-Ve-ba ardi(ìr)-ka-ma
a-na šina(2) šēpē(gìr) am-qut-mi arad(ìr)-ka a-nu-ki
še-ri-ib a-wa-túmeš ba-na-ta
a-na šarri(lugal)ri bēlī(en)-ia
lú
ú-e-eJ šarri(lugal)ri a-nu-ki
ma-at-ti a-na ka-ta5 (!)
To the scribe of the king, my lord,
speak, thus (says) Abdi-Vēba, your servant.
I fall at your feet. Your servant, am I.
Present eloquent words
to the king, my lord:
A soldier of the king, am I.
I am always yours.
(EA 287:64–70)61

These postscripts can thus be read as attempts to construct some sort of relationship between the Jerusalem court
and the Egyptian administration. EA 316 from Pu-ba‘lu of
YurSi further illustrates this purpose:62 its postscript is again
directed to an Egyptian scribe, here explaining why a caravan of
goods has not arrived with the letter. The intention in such
postscripts is clear: the writer is attempting to find favor with
the Egyptian officialdom. A short study by Oppenheim of the
postscripts in letters from the Mari, Amarna, and NeoAssyrian archives found similar results. In each case,
Oppenheim demonstrated that the writer was endeavoring to
impress the scribe and thereby expedite his request.63 In light of
this evidence, we suggest that Abi-milki was crafty in his
approach to the Egyptian court and administration. We postulate (1) that the West Semitic linguistic aspects were placed in
the letter to draw the attention of the Canaanites in the
Egyptian administration at the first stage of the administrative
process and (2) that the Egyptianisms were included to win the
favor of the pharaoh.
ere is, of course, the question regarding the language in
which the letters were ultimately communicated to the pharaoh.
One suspects that is was Egyptian, but if so, how then were the
Egyptianisms distinguished? A possible scenario is that the
Egyptian idioms—and, in particular, the Egyptian words—
would have been noted by the oﬃcial when reading the tablet to
the pharaoh. Noteworthy is Eva von Dassow’s thesis that the lingua franca of the Syro-Palestinian region might have been

Canaanite, not Akkadian.64 If this were the case, the
Egyptianisms would still stand out to the reader of the message.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that all the verbal forms in
the poems adhere to Akkadian rather than West Semitic morphology.65 Are we to assume, then, that Abi-milki is making reference to an Akkadian proclamation of the Great Hymn communicated to the vassals? If not, then at the very least this shows
that Abi-milki (or his scribes) had competence in Middle
Babylonian Akkadian, which suggests the use of West Semitic in
his correspondence had a particular intent.
Abi-milki was not the only vassal to make special administrative or cultural appeals. As discussed above, Abdi-Vēba,
who also had firsthand knowledge of Egyptian administration,
used postscripts addressed directly to the relevant officials. Of
great significance, however, is the fact that the West Semitic
elements of the letters appear only in the postscripts.66
Rib-Addi of Byblos, the most (in)famous of the Canaanite vassals, known for extraordinary letters that convey continual
frustration with the Egyptian court and administration, often
placed in his opening address a blessing for the pharaoh from
the Lady of Byblos. The Lady of Byblos is understood to be
the Egyptian goddess Hathor.67 We suggest that Rib-Addi,
like Abi-milki, was attempting to forge a cultural bond by
drawing attention to a connection his city had with Egypt.
Indeed, Rib-Addi was keen to inform Pharaoh that Egypt and
Byblos had a longstanding relationship: “Previously, money
and everything for their provisions were sent from the palace
to my ancestors.”68 Rib-Addi’s claims find currency in the literary texts of “The Report of Wenamun” and “The Story of
Sinuhe.”69 In the former, Byblos is seen to be economically
dependent on Egypt, while in the latter, Syria-Palestine is
widely inhabited by migrant and merchant Egyptians.
us, by viewing the Tyrian Amarna letters in their historical context, it is possible to interpret their linguistic features. Abimilki wrote his letters in a shrewd manner, using West Semitic
and Egyptian elements in order both to attract the attention of
Canaanite oﬃcials in the Egyptian administration and to delight
the pharaoh. Whether Abi-milki succeeded70 is diﬃcult to determine. If we may judge from the conclusions drawn by modern
scholarship, his subtlety might well have been eﬀective.
Conclusions
This paper has examined the Tyrian Amarna letters in
the hope of shedding new light on the different linguistic features contained therein and on the culture(s) to which they
were addressed. We have interpreted these linguistic features
in pragmatic terms, and our findings are in accord with the
content of the letters and the context in which the various linguistic/cultural traits appear. The Egyptianisms are particularly important for the study of Atenism because they provide
much- wanted sources regarding contemporary religious
thought in Egypt.
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Appendix: The West Semitic Verbal Forms in the Tyrian Amarna Letters
The following table contains only those verbal forms that are clearly
West Semitic. Though it is possible some other forms could have been included,
we have elected not to include ambiguous forms.
Verb

Translation

Form

Conjugation

Attestation (EA)

aJāzu

to seize

su-Ji-iz-ti

1.c.s. suﬃx conjugation (Š)

153:9

alāku

to go/walk

i-la-ak

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

155:72

a-li-ik

3.m.s. perfect

155:69

[a]-la-ak

3.m.s. perfect

155:68

amāru

to see

i-mur

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

147:69

balāTu

to live

i-ba-al-[lí]-iT

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

152:53

baTû

to trust

ba-Ti-i-ti

1.c.s. suﬃx conjugation

147:56

dâku

to kill

da-ká-at-šu-nu

3.f.s. suﬃx conjugation

149:65

da-a-ka

3.m.s. suﬃx (Arabic/ Ugaritic form)

154:19

i-ra-ab

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

150:11

i-ra-bu

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

151:13

erēbu

to enter

ešēru

to go well

ti-ši-ir

3.f.s. prefix preterite

147:29

ezēbu

to abandon

i-te-zi-ib

3.m.s. jussive

151:35

Jadû
idû

to be joyful

Ja-ad-ia-ti

1.c.s. suﬃx conjugation

147:27

to know

i-de

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

152:53

izuzzu

to stand

i-zi-za-t[i]

1.c.s. suﬃx conjugation

152:52

kašādu

to arrive

ka-aš-da-at

3.f.s. suﬃx conjugation

149:64

to establish

[y]a-k[u<-un>?]

3.m.s. prefix conjugation

154:7

ku-na

imperative

147:36

kânu
le’û

to be able

i-lí-e

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

151:10

nadānu

to give

na-da-an

3.m.s. suﬃx conjugation

150:4–5

it-ta-din

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

151:32

id-din

3.m.s. jussive

155:27

naSāru

to guard

i-S[ur]

1.c.s prefix preterite

146:9

qâlu

to be silent

la-a i-qu-ul

3.m.s. jussive (negated)

149:40–41

Sabātu

to seize

Sa-ab-tu-ni7

3.m.pl. suﬃx conjugation + ventive

149:67

šakānu

to place, set

ša-ak-na-ta-ni

2.m.s. suﬃx conjugation + ventive

149:47

ni-iš-kán

3.c.pl. jussive

149:52

šapāru

to write/send

iš-pu-ur

1.c.s. prefix conjugation

147:70

šarru

to rule

ša-ar-ra

3.m.s. suﬃx (Arabic/ Ugaritic form)

151:53

wašāru

to send (D)

uš-še-er-ti

1.c.s. suﬃx conjugation (D)

151:26
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